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Marketing / MARKETING YOUR BRAND

How do you share your brand to get the clients you need to make your 

business a success? Being an entrepreneur means wearing many hats. It can 

be overwhelming to work on your business and in your business at the same 

time. Creating a strategy and setting up systems that you implement can 

make this as routine as waking up in the morning. Let’s jump in!

what content to share  / developing a social media strategy
 /social media planner / email marketing 
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The key to a successful marketing strategy is consistency. The key to consistency is going deep, not wide, with your strategy 
and choosing methods that you will actually do. This worksheet will help you brainstorm ideas and gain clarity around what 
you would like your strategy to be.  Circle 5 that you know you can stick to. This should be a mix of going deeper with your 
current audience in ways like Facebook groups, newsletters, and social media posts and tapping into new audience with 
things like podcast, guest post in other groups, or participating in Facebook groups.

What has worked for me (you enjoyed or got results) What did not work for me (you didn’t enjoy or get results)

I like doing this or want to try this I don’t like this or want to try this

Social platforms you like Social platforms your ideal clients like

DEVELOPING A SIMPLE MARKETING STRATEGY 
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DEFINING YOUR STRATEGY

Marketing Strategy 1 - 

Marketing Strategy 2 - 

Marketing Strategy 3 - 

Marketing Strategy 4 - 

Marketing Strategy 5 - 
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WHAT CONTENT SHOULD YOU SHARE? 
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BOOK TITLE:

SUBTITLE:

CHAPTER TITLE:

3 key takeaways

CHAPTER TITLE:

3 key takeaways

CHAPTER TITLE:

3 key takeaways

CHAPTER TITLE:

3 key takeaways 

CHAPTER TITLE:

3 key takeaways

CHAPTER TITLE:

3 key takeaways

Sharing content is so important because it’s a non icky way of selling our brand. Our Content gives us the chance to share 
our expertise in a way that builds trust and promotes our skills. Our post, newsletters, pod cast, etc. allow us to share the
values and personality behind the products and services while connecting with our customers in a way that builds
relationships. This exercise will help you define what content to share to support your brand message, what you really 
want to be known for. 

If your business was a how to book what would the title, subtitle, and chapters be? If you feel stuck sometimes it’s helpful to 
do the chapters first. 
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The social media post, blog post, newsletters, Instagram stories, etc are the pages(content) that make up each chapter. Make a 
go to list of topics for posts or newsletters that relate to your book chapters. Keep a running list of ideas for those days when 
you don’t know what to say.

topic (chapter) topic (chapter)

topic (chapter) topic (chapter)

topic (chapter) topic (chapter)

CREATE YOUR CONTENT 
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Every piece of content we put out should relate back to the message we want to share about our brand. The first step in 
creating a cohesive social media feed is being specific about the kinds of posts you write. I believe that every posts should be 
creating awareness about who you are and how you help people or selling. 

Awareness post tell people more about you, why you are an expert, and how you can help them. They can also include a call 
to action. For example, you can tell a story about what happened in your life to prompt you to start your business then specify 
how you now help people and then tell people how to find out more about working with you.

You want to come up with a few categories of how you will create awareness about your brand. 

Remember that your post are pages in your book so together they tell of story of who you are what you do and who you do it 
for. You can look back at your brand story, brand foundations and chapters for ideas. 

A sales posts specifically ask people to take action. The action can be to join your group, get a free call, or work with you one 
on one.

Values or topics(like your process or experience) that 
reflect your brand and what makes you different                              

Transformation that you give

Calls to action (what you want people to do) Services (free or paid) that you sell                              

DEVELOPING A SOCIAL MEDIA STRATEGY 
3
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You don’t have to use every social media network, but really show up in the ones you choose. Each network has a different 
appeal and you don’t want to just post the same content on every platform. You want to take advantage of what each 
platform has to offer and use it to support your brand.  For example, if you are a photographer you can use Instagram to post 
your beautiful photos and tell stories about being a part of the weddings and events you photograph. You can link to your 
blog post and articles related to your business that would educate and inspire your ideal clients on twitter. Facebook can be a 
place where you combine your twitter and Instagram content, plus Facebook live, to talk to your clients about topics like how 
to pick the right clothes for a photo session or wedding day prep. Let’s make a social media strategy by adding our network to 
the block, and adding a theme for content and post ideas underneath.

Purpose

purpose

purpose

purpose

days / per week

days / per week

days / per week

days / per week

platform

platform

platform

platform
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Awareness category - About

Awareness category - 

Awareness category - 

Sales category - 

Sales category - 

These posts tell my brand story, why I am passionate about what I do ....

Brand Story

CATEGORIES
As I mentioned before I believe your content categories that define what you will post on social should always be creating 
awareness or selling. Below you will write these out so you always know what to talk about it in your post to grow your busi-
ness. Think of three broad awareness categories with defined topics underneath. To the right of the topics and categories de-
fine what they are about. The first one can be about where you tell stories about how you got here and your experiences that 
make you perfect to solve the problems you solve for you clients. Other awareness categories can include your actual services 
with defining topics including your process and values that make what you do different.  
 
Sales post focus on promoting specific actions you want people to take including signing up for your freebies, Facebook 
groups, and services. You can mention and invite people to learn more in your awareness post but in these sales post your are 
just focusing in the call to action.  You can share special promos and testimonials as part of your defined topics.
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CRAFTING A CAPTION
If you are a person who needs a formula to act as training wheels until you feel comfortable pulling this into a caption try this 
method below! This works really well for your awareness posts.

1. Bookend - Question

Start your caption with a question that speaks to your ideal client and let’s people know what the post is about.

2. Tell a story about when you are a client had that pain point.

3. Share the solution revealing a transformation.

4. Define how you help others get the same result.

5. Bookend - Call to action 
Tell people how they can work with you, join your group, leave a comment below, download your freebie or get a call with 
you to learn more.

EXAMPLE

Do you ever feel like getting clients is a code you have to crack?

I used to rack my brain making lists, changing my website, and joining every free challenge and training I could. I felt 
frustrated, like a failure, and completely overwhelmed before I finally figured it out. You just can’t think your way to the 
next level of business when the thing that is blocking you is actually you!

Working on my confidence and stories I told myself that kept me from doing the work I needed to do made all of the dif-
ference in finally have a business that consistently gave me the results I wanted.  This is why I am so dedicated to helping 
entrepreneurs create a clear path to clients with brand foundations, strategy AND mindset work. 

If you are thinking that you need to do something different to get the results you want checkout episode 100 of the Be 
Heard Podcast on iTunes where I am sharing my top 10 mindset tips for clearing a path to clients. 
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BRAND KEY WORDS 

HASHTAGS 

Brand Key words are things that you always say or talk about. They are like catch phrases for your brand. Look through 
your worksheets and see what stands out. These keywords will define the tone and core message throughout all of your 
content. An example of a brand keywords is Marie Forleo’s “everything is figureoutable” which she also turned into the 
title of her book.

Hashtags should be related to topics people would search for and have less than 200,000 followers. 
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Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

time of day 

management tool 

hashtags 

stories (purpose & frequency)

bio 

bio link

INSTAGRAM PLANNER 
Instagram is a favorite when it comes to social media because 
it’s so visual. When people check you out they see your grid.  
Using your chapters(categories of content) to tell one whole 
story is really important. I recommend you post once a day, and 
take a day or two off. It’s more about showing up consistently 
and strategically than always being online. 

Monday

Monday

Monday

Tuesday

Tuesday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Wednesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Thursday

Friday

Friday

Saturday

Saturday

My TIp : check out link.tree to maximize this link
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This is the place where you can speak directly to people who want what you have to offer and that’s why your email list is 
so very important. The basics of email marketing are consistently showing up with a purpose and nurturing your list. I have 
broken the basics down into five steps.

Step 1 - Pick an email marketing provider.
Mailchimp is a great option if you have a smaller list, and are just getting your feet wet with email marketing. Convert kit is 
a better option if you need to create lead pages for opt ins to webinars, or courses or break your list up into more specific 
categories for your marketing efforts. 

Step 2 - Add an email opt in with an incentive to your website. I am sure you have seen a pop up subscribe box and 
immediately closed it. Having people sign up to get a freebie is a great way to grow your list. It should be small digestible 
content. Check list, 5 steps to do x without y, are both high converting opt-ins. You can also give away downloads of your 
music, art, or coupons to your store.

Step 3 - Develop a welcome series. A welcome series is easy to set up in your email provider. It is a series of emails that 
automatically go out a day apart when someone joins your list. It’s a way to introduce yourself, connect on a more personal 
level, and let them know what to expect from being on your list.

Email One : Introduce yourself by telling them what you do and your why (brand story) lead into the second email. Let them 
know what to expect from you. How many times do email and what content. Lead into the second email.

Email Two:   Expand on email 1. Tell them how you will serve them and what to expect from your emails. Give them an 
example by adding links to you most popular post,  or a free download and ask them to follow you on social media. 

Email Three: Expand on email 1. Tell them how you will serve them and what to expect from your emails. Give them an 
example by adding links to you most popular post,  or a free download and ask them to follow you on social media. 

EMAIL MARKETING 
4

opt-in ideas

Chosen provider
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